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Innova Engineering - Hydraulics Example 

This tutorial demonstrates how to use Innova Engineering to generate hydraulics results for a high 

angle extended reach well. 

This example project guide comes as part of the standard install and can be found in the following 

location: C:\Program Files (x86)\Innova Drilling and Intervention\Innova Engineering\Manuals 

 

Create a new blank project and change the length units to meters from the unit menu 

 

 

Change the mud units to S.G. 

 

Enter the following Drill String 
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 Click on row 1 to bring up the properties of the PDC bit 

 

Click on the cell for the bit TFA and click on the “…” button to bring up the bit jets dialog. Enter 6 x 20 

jets or click the fixed TFA check box and enter 1.8408 and click the OK button. 

 

On the main drill string grid click on the row 4 for the MWD tool and edit its properties so it has a 

750psi pressure Drop. The exact pressure loss for the tool will come from the supplier of the MWD 

tool. If there are multiple MWD tools in the string and the pressure loss for each is not know it is 

acceptable to group the pressure losses in to one and simply enter a pressure loss for a single tool. 

 

Enter the well geometry 
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Enter the fluid details 

 

 

 

Click on the surveys tab and import the entire “ERD – Well Plan Surveys.xlsx” into the Well Plan 

listing. Import the “ERD – Surveys.xlsx” in to the Actual Surveys from 1143m MD. Both files can be 

located in C:\Program Files (x86)\Innova Drilling and Intervention\Innova Engineering\Example 

Projects\Example Surveys. This can either be achieved by copying and pasting direct form the excel 

file in to the survey tables in Innova Engineering, or by using the File > Import Survey method.  

For detailed instructions on how to import surveys follow the Survey Import Example.pdf tutorial, 

located in C:\Program Files (x86)\Innova Drilling and Intervention\Innova Engineering\Manuals. 

Set the tie on for the Actual Surveys to the following. 

 

 

Set the vertical section azimuth to 30.24 
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Select the engineering parameters tab and enter the details as per the below seen shot. 

 

 

Select “Well Plan” from the survey selection drop down box 

 

 

All parameters are now entered, and the calculation can now be run from the calculation menu or by 

pressing the calculate hydraulics button on the toolbar 

 

 

 or  
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The hydraulics results can now be viewed in the hydraulics results grid 

 

Results for different flow rates and depths can be viewed by changing the combo box and the depth 

button at the top of the results frame. 

 

Charts and tabular data can be viewed from the “Hydraulics results” menu or the toolbar buttons 

 

 

As a reference a completed Engineering Project file entitled Hydraulics - Example Project.ieng can 

be found in the following location: C:\Program Files (x86)\Innova Drilling and Intervention\Innova 

Engineering\Example Projects. 
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